NICO KICILLOF The single greatest challenge was that we were faced with testing protocol documentation rather than protocol software. We had prior expertise in testing software, but this project called for us to define some new processes we could use to test more than 30,000 pages of documentation against existing software implementations already released to the world at large, even in some cases where the original developers were no longer with Microsoft. And that meant the
software itself would be the gold standard we would be measuring the documentation against, rather than the other way around. That represented a huge change of perspective.
WOLFGANG GRIESKAMP What was needed was a new methodology for doing that testing. What's more, it was a new methodology we needed to apply to a very large set of documents in relatively short order. When you put all that together, it added up to a really big challenge. I mean, coming up with something new is one thing. But then to be faced with immediately applying it to a missioncritical problem and getting a lot of people up to speed just as fast as possible-that was really something.
BB What did these documents contain, and what were they intended to convey? WG They're actually similar to the RFCs (requests for comments) used to describe Internet protocol standards, and they include descriptions of the data messages sent by the protocol over the wire.
They also contain descriptions of the protocol behaviors that should surface whenever data is sent-that is, how some internal data states ought to be updated and the sequence in which that is expected to occur. Toward that end, these documents follow a pretty strict template, which is to say they have a very regular structure.
BB How did your testing approach compare with the techniques typically used to verify specifications?
WG When it comes to testing one of these documents, you end up testing each normative statement contained in the document. That means making sure each testable normative statement conforms to whatever it is the existing Microsoft implementation for that protocol actually does. So if the document says the server should do X, but you find the actual server implementation does Y, there's obviously a problem.
In our case, for the most part, that would mean we've got a problem in the document, since the implementation-right or wrong-has already been out in the field for some time. That's completely different from the approach typically taken, where you would test the software against the spec before deploying it.
BB Generally speaking, a protocol refers to a data-formatting standard and some rules regarding how the messages following those formats ought to be sequenced, but I think the protocols we're talking about here go a little beyond that. In that context, can you explain more about the protocols involved here?
WG We're talking about network communication protocols that apply to traffic sent over network connections. Beyond the data packets themselves, those protocols include many rules governing the interactions between client and server-for example, how the server should respond whenever the client sends the wrong message.
One of the challenges for our project was to make sure the functions performed by Windows servers could also be performed by other servers. Suppose you have a Windows-based server that's sharing files and a Windows-based client accessing them. That's all Microsoft infrastructure, so they should be able to talk to each other without any problems. Tests were performed some time ago to make sure of that. But now suppose the server providing the share is running Unix, and a Windows client is running in that same constellation. You still should be able to access the share on the Unix file server in the same way, with the same reliability and quality as if it were a Windows-based file server. In order to accomplish that, however, the Unix-based server would need to follow the same protocol as the Windows-based server. That's where the challenge tends to get a little more interesting.
NK That sets the context for saying something about the conditions under which we had to test. In particular, if you're accounting for the fact that the Windows server might eventually be replaced by a Unix server, you have to think in terms of black-box testing. We can't just assume we know how the server is implemented or what its code looks like. Indeed, many of these same tests have been run against non-Microsoft implementations as part of our effort to check for interoperability.
WG Besides running these tests internally to make sure the Windows server actually behaves the way our documents say it ought to, we also make those same tests available for PlugFests, where licensees who have implemented comparable servers are invited to run the tests against their servers.
The goal there is to achieve interoperability, and the most fundamental way to accomplish that is to initiate tests on a client that can basically be run against any arbitrary server in the network, be it a Windows server, a Unix server, or something else. WG First off, we put the data more or less directly on the wire so we can just bypass some of those layers. For example, there are some layers in the Windows stack that allow you to send data over TCP without establishing a direct TCP connection, but we chose not to use that. Instead, we talk directly to the TCP socket to send and receive messages.
BB
That allows us to navigate around one part of the stack problem. Another issue is that some protocols travel over other protocols-just as TCP, for example, usually travels over IP, which in turn travels over Ethernet. So what we did to account for that was to assume a certain componentization in our testing approach. That allows us to test the protocol just at the level of abstraction we're concerned with-working on the assumption the underlying transport layers in the stack are behaving just as they ought to be. If we weren't able to make that assumption, our task would be nearly impossible. WG In looking at the problem from the outset, it was clear it was going to be something huge that required lots of time and resources. Our challenge was to find a smart technology that would help us achieve quality results while also letting us optimize our use of resources. A number of people, including some of the folks on the Technical Committee, suggested model-based testing as a promising technology we should consider. All of that took place before either Nico or I joined the team.
Because
The team then looked around to find some experts in model-based testing, and it turned out we already had a few in Microsoft Research. That led to some discussions about a few test cases in which model-based testing had been employed and the potential the technology might hold for this particular project. One of those test cases had to do with the SMB (Server Message Block) filesharing protocol. The results were impressive enough to make people think that perhaps we really should move forward with model-based testing. That's when some of us with model-based testing experience ended up being brought over from Microsoft Research to help with the validation effort.
NK
The specific approach to model-based testing we had taken in Microsoft Research was one that proved to be well suited to this particular problem. Using the tool we had created, Spec Explorer, you could produce models of software that specified a set of rules spelling out how the software was expected to behave and how the state was expected to change as a consequence of each potential interaction between the software and its environment. On the basis of that, test cases could then be generated that included not only pre-scripted test sequences but also the oracle, which is a catalog of all the outcomes that might be expected to follow from each step taken. In this way it was possible to create tests that would allow you to check along the entire sequence to make sure the system was responding in just the ways you expected it to. And that perfectly matches the way communication protocol documents are written, because they're intended to be interpreted as the rules that govern which messages you should expect to receive, as well as the messages that should then be sent in response.
BB That implies a lot of interesting things. It's easy enough to say, "We have a model and some support for automating exploration of the model." But how did you manage to obtain that model in the first place? What was the process involved in going through the fairly dense prose in each one of those protocol documents and then translating all that into a model?
WG The first step with model-based testing involved extracting normative statements from all those documents. That had to be done manually since it's not something we're yet able to automate-and we won't be able to automate it until computers are able to read and understand natural human language.
The next step involved converting all those normative statements into a "requirement specification," which is a big table where each of the normative statements has been numbered and all its properties have been described. After that followed another manual step in which a model was created that attempted to exercise and then capture all those requirements. This demanded some higher-level means for measuring so you could make sure you had actually managed to account for all the requirements. For your average protocol, we're talking here about something on the order of many hundreds of different requirements. In some cases, you might even have many thousands of requirements, so this is a pretty large-scale undertaking.
But the general idea is to go from the document to the requirements, and from there to either a model or a traditional test design-whichever one is consistent with your overall approach. 
Microsoft encountered challenges because of its

Even after they had a cadre of well-trained testers in place, many hurdles still remained. While the toolengineering team faced the pressure of stabilizing and essentially productizing the Spec Explorer software at breakneck speed, the testing team had to start slogging through hundreds of documents, extracting normative statements, building requirements specifications, and constructing models to generate automated test suites.
Although Spec Explorer provides a way to automate tests, there still were several important steps in the process that required human judgment. These areas ended up presenting the team with some of its greatest challenges.
BB How did you manage to convince yourselves you could take several hundred test developers who had virtually no experience in this area and teach them a fairly esoteric technique for translating words into rule systems? WG That really was the core risk in terms of taking the model-based testing approach. Until recently, model-based testing technology had been thought of as something that could be applied only by experts, even though it has been applied inside Microsoft for years in many different ways.
Many of the concerns about model-based testing have to do with the learning curve involved, which is admittedly a pretty steep one, but it's not a particularly high one. That is, it's a different paradigm that requires a real mental shift, but it's not really all that complex. So it's not as though it's accessible only to engineers with advanced degrees-everybody can do it. But the first time you're confronted with it, things do look a little unusual.
BB Why is that? What are some of those key differences people have to get accustomed to? NK The basic difference is that a model actually consists of a rule system. So the models we build are made up of rules indicating that under some certain enabling condition, some corresponding update should be performed on state.
From a developer's perspective, however, a program is never just a set of rules. There's a control flow they create and have complete control over. A programmer will know exactly what's to be executed first and what's then supposed to follow according to the inputs received.
What's fortuitous in our case is that we're working from protocol specifications that are themselves sets of rules that let you know, for example, that if you've received message A, then you should update your abstract data model and your internal state in a certain way, after which you should issue message B. It doesn't explain how a protocol flows from that point on. The combination of all those rules is what determines the actual behavior of the protocol. So there was often a direct correspondence between certain statements in each of these technical documents and the kinds of models we've had to build. That's made it really easy to build the model, as well as to check to make sure they've been built correctly according to the statements found in the documents.
WG Because this isn't really all that complex, our greatest concern had to do with just getting people used to a new way of thinking. So to get testers past that initial challenge, we counted a lot on getting a good training program in place. That at first involved hiring people to provide the training for each and every new person our vendors in China and India hired to perform the testing for us.
That training covered not only our model-based testing approach, but also some other aspects of the overall methodology.
BB How long did it take for moderately competent developers who had never encountered modelbased testing before to get to the point where they could actually be pretty productive? NK On average, I'd say that took close to a month.
BB Once your testers were trained, how did your testing approach evolve? Did you run into any significant problems along the way?
WG It proved to be a fairly smooth transition since we were just working with concepts that were part of the prototype we had already developed back at Microsoft Research. That said, it actually was just a prototype when this team took it over, so our main challenge was to stabilize the technology.
You know how prototypes are-they crash and you end up having to do workarounds and so forth.
We've had a development team working to improve the tool over the past three years, and thousands of fixes have come out of that.
Another potential issue had to do with something that often crops up in model-based testing: a state-explosion problem. Whenever you model-if you naively define some rules to update your state whenever certain conditions are met and then you just let the thing run-there's a good chance you're going to end up getting overrun by all those state updates. For example, when using this tool, if you call for an exploration, that should result in a visualization of the exploration graph that you can then inspect. If you're not careful, however, you could end up with thousands and thousands of states the system will try to explore for you. There's just no way you're going to be able to visualize all of that. Also, in order to see what's actually going on, you need to have some way of pruning down the potential state space such that you can slice out those areas you know you're going to need to test.
That's where one of our biggest challenges was: finding the right way to slice the model.
The idea here was to find the right slicing approach for any given problem, and the tool provides a lot of assistance for accomplishing that. It didn't come as a surprise to us that this issue of finding the right way to slice the space would end up being a problem-we had expected that. We actually had already added some things to the tool to deal with that, which is probably one of the reasons the project has proved to be a success.
NK
The secret is to use test purposes as the criterion for slicing.
BB
With that being only a subset of all the behaviors you would be looking at in some particular use case? WG Right. So that's why it has to be clear that whenever you're doing some slicing, you're cutting away some of the system potential, which means you may lose some test coverage. That's why this ends up being so challenging. As Nico was saying, however, since the slicing is also closely coupled with your test purposes, you still ought to end up being able to cover all the requirements in your documentation.
NK Yes, coupling to test purposes is key because if the slicing were done just according to your use cases, only the most common usage patterns of the system might end up being tested. But that's not the case here.
Also, throughout the tool chain, we provide complete traceability between the statements taken from the specification and the steps noted in a test log. We have tools that can tell you whether the way you've decided to slice the model leaves out any requirements you were intending to test. Then at the end you get a report that tells you whether your slicing proved to be excessive or adequate. BB Within Microsoft, do you see a broader role for the sort of work you're doing? Or does it pretty much just begin and end with compliance to the court decree? NK It goes beyond the decree. Increasing the interoperability of our products is a worthy goal in and of itself. We're obviously in a world of heterogeneous technology where customers expect products to interoperate.
That's also changing the way products are developed. In fact, one of our goals is to improve the way protocols are created inside Microsoft. That involves the way we design protocols, the way we document protocols such that third parties can use them to talk to our products, and the way we check to make sure our documentation is correct.
WG One aspect of that has to do with the recognition that a more systematic approach to protocol development is needed. For one thing, we currently spend a lot of money on quality assurance, and the fact that we used to create documentation for products after they had already been shipped has much to do with that. So, right there we had an opportunity to save a lot of money.
Specification or model-driven development is one possible approach for optimizing all of this, and we're already looking into that. The idea is that from each artifact of the development process you can derive documentation, code stubs, and testable specifications that are correct by definition. That way, we won't end up with all these different independently created artifacts that then have to be pieced together after the fact for testing purposes.
For model-based testing in particular, I think this project serves as a powerful proof point of the efficiencies and economies that can be realized using this technology. That's because this is by far the largest undertaking in an industrial setting where, within the same project, both traditional testing methodologies and model-based testing have been used. This has created a rare opportunity to draw some side-by-side comparisons of the two.
We have been carefully measuring various metrics throughout, so we can now show empirically how we managed essentially to double our efficiency by using model-based testing. The ability to actually document that is a really big deal. • Grieskamp, W., Kicillof, N., MacDonald, D., Nandan, A., Stobie, K., Wurden, F., Zhang, D. 2008.
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